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My favorite thing to do as a writer is 
to work in my pajamas attend writing 
conferences. Especially our annual 
KSMO SCBWI Middle of the Map 
conference! It gets me jazzed to start 
something new or tackle a revision.
At our 2021 online conference 
(which by the way, can be attended in 
your pajamas), Shannon Thompson 
(our 2022 KSMO YA Writing 
Mentor) expounded on writing a 
series. In it, she said you need to 
understand your genres. To help you 
do that, she referenced the book 20 
Master Plots and How to Build Them 
by Ronald B. Tobias. 
My second favorite thing to do as a 
writer is to procrastinate study craft 
books!
So, I’ll give you the juicy meat of the 
first six chapters, then it is up to you 

Master Your Plot
BY MICHELE HELSEL, KS/MO CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

to dig into the 20 kinds of plots!
Shall we?

Chapter 1
Yada, yada, yada…skip to page 11, 
Tobias says, plot is—”the blueprint of 
human behavior.” On page 12, “Plot 
is story that has a pattern of action 
and reaction.” Whereas story is just 
chronicling events, plot makes the 
reader ask why. It’s not just curiosity 
about what will come next, but 
instead active engagement to 
remember what happened and relate 
the cause and effect of events to the 
characters’ motivations and emotions 
in the story in order to figure out how 
the story will end.
Examples, etc. etc., followed by 
Aristotle references…
Beginning = the set-up. A problem 
that must be solved. Defines 
characters and the main character’s 
(MC’s) wants which reveals intent/
motivation.
Middle = pursuit of goal and rising 
action. Intent leads to actions. Actions 
lead to effects. Problems (barriers) 
arise that prevent success of the goal. 
This adds tension and conflict as the 
path is altered. At some point, the 
relationship between the main 
characters change because of all the 
problems which leads to “an 
irreversible emotional change within 
the characters.” 
End = climax and “logical outcome of 
all the events in the first two phases.” 
Everything is explained and makes 
sense.

Chapter Two:  
must-haves for plot 
•  Tension keeps the plot moving 

Tension is created by showing the 
antagonist thwarts the MC’s intent.

•  Opposition increases making the 
stakes larger and creating more 
tension.

•  The story centers around change: 
“Ask yourself not only what should 
happen next, but how it will affect 
your hero’s character.”

•  Everything that happens must be 
important and relate to intent.

•  “Make the causal look casual”: “a 
cause that leads to an effect, which 
in turn becomes the next cause.” 
Asides dilute the dramatic effect of 
events. Cut what doesn’t push the 
story forward.

•  Follow the rules you set for your 
world. “When something 
happens…it must happen for a 
reason.”

•  In the climax, your MC must act, 
not be acted upon.

Chapter Three: 2 main plots 
Plots of the Body (power, strength, 
physicality) or plots of the Mind (wit, 
cleverness, mentality). Does your 
story rely on doing or focus more on 
the character’s internal world/human 
nature? 
If the former, you have an action, 
body, plot. In it we are challenged to 
solve a mystery rather than getting 
involved in moral or intellectual 
questions. Rewards include suspense, 
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surprise, and expectation. Often science fiction, Westerns, 
romances, and detective novels are action plots.
Whereas, plots of the mind explore ideas and relationships. 
Characters are “almost always searching for some kind of 
meaning.”
Tragedy can be either kind of plot, but comedy tends to be 
more of the mind.

Chapter 4: Deep Structure = Morality
“Your work…asks the question, ‘How should I act in these 
given circumstances?’ Since every writer takes sides (a point 
of view), you tell your readers what’s correct and incorrect 
behavior.”
Rather than presenting your world as black and white, you 
need to delve into the grays. There shouldn’t be obvious 
right or wrong answers. Decisions are risky because the 
right decision isn’t clear. 
“Put your main character between a rock and a hard place. 
That’s the true source of tension.”
To avoid propaganda, “Start with a premise, not a 
conclusion. Start with a situation.” All humans have a light 
and a dark side. Each side of an argument gets equal time 
and is treated fairly. When there’s no one answer to a 
question at all times in every situation, you have an 
irreconcilable argument.  
“Sometimes doing the right thing is wrong and sometimes 
doing the wrong thing is right.”

Chapter 5: Triangles
The more characters that you have, the more difficult it is 
to keep up with them and keep them in the action. Having 
only two characters can be limiting. “Character triangles 

MICHELE HELSEL, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

Michele Helsel writes picture books and 
middle grade. When she is not writing 
or researching, she reads about writ-
ing, takes courses on writing, or sneaks 
chocolate from the pantry while writ-
ing. Michele enjoys sunset walks on the 
beach, hiking in the mountains, and 
swimming in the ocean but lives in the 
suburbs of Kansas City with her husband 

and three kids where she, instead, takes nightly walks in a 
nearby “green space” with her two puppy dogs.

make the strongest character combination.” This adds 
unpredictability but it’s not too complicated.

Chapter 6: Prologue to the 20 Master Plots
Patterns of action (plot) and patterns of behavior 
(character). “Plots are based on common human 
experience…Originality doesn’t apply to the plots 
themselves but to how we present those plots.” Each has 
certain things the reader expects and things the reader 
rejects. You must learn the “rules” to be able to break them 
to single out your story. Find the pattern that most fits 
your idea then mold it without losing sight of the rhythms 
of the plot. 
When reading through the plots, ask yourself, “Does this 
plot offer me what I need in terms of story and character? 
How well does my idea fit with the plot?” Each plot has a 
thrust, or force, that guides your storytelling. 
Okay. You have the low down. Now it is up to you to get 
the book and figure out which plot best fits your idea. 
Come on. What are you doing sitting there in your 
pajamas? Stop procrastinating. Get writing!

Master Your Plot ... cont’d from pg. 1

MEMBER NEWS
Nicki Jacobsmeyer received SCBWI WOOP (Work of 
Outstanding Progress) Honor Award for Nonfiction 
picture book Scraps of Hope. The award is a grant for $1000.

Laura Stewart Schmidt’s debut YA 
novel, Sweeter Than Life, has been re-
released and is available on Amazon.

Billie Holladay Skelley’s new book, 
Hypatia: Ancient Alexandria’s Female 
Scholar is now available (hardcover, 
paperback, and ebook) in bookstores and 
on Amazon. Young readers can travel 
back in time and learn about the 
extraordinary life of one of the most 
brilliant women who lived in the ancient 
world.
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Slow Down & Soak It In
BY NICKI JACOBSMEYER KS/MO CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

Happy New Year! Usually this is the time of year, like 
most, where I set goals for the year and jump right into my 
writing routine. However, 2022 is starting differently. 
Maybe like me, you’re still recovering from the holidays 
and are starting the year at a slower pace. Good for you! 
Slowing down gives us a moment to reflect on the past, 
present, and future. And sometimes we need those 
moments. Take them.
In my current slow-mode pace, I’m soaking in the world 
around me and drawing from words of wisdom. I thought 
you might enjoy taking a moment with me to slow down, 
soak it in, and reflect.

QUOTES FROM CHILDREN’S BOOKS
“It is only with the heart that one can see rightly. 
What is essential is invisible to the eye.” 
 – Antoine de Saint Exupery, The Little Prince

“If you have good thoughts they will shine out of 
your face like sunbeams, and you will always 
look lovely.”                  – Roald Dahl, The Twits

“The moment that you doubt whether you can 
fly, you cease for ever being able to do it.” 
 – By J.M. Barrie, Peter Pan

“Don’t try to comprehend with your mind. Your 
minds are very limited. Use your intuition.” 
 – Madeleine L’Engle, A Wrinkle In Time

“Grab a chance and you won’t be sorry for a 
might-have-been.” 
 – Arthur Randsome, Swallows and Amazons

“You’re BRAVER than you believe, STRONGER 
than you seem, SMARTER than you think.” 
 – A.A. Milne, Winnie-the-Pooh

“No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever 
wasted.”    – Aesop’s Fables, The Lion and the Mouse

“I’m not afraid of storms for I’m learning how to 
sail my ship.”            – Louisa May Alcott, Little Women

QUOTES FROM AUTHORS
“If you don’t see the book you want on the shelf, 
write it.”     – Beverly Cleary

“This is how you do it: you sit down at the 
keyboard, and you put one word after another 
until it’s done. It’s that easy, and that hard.” 
 – Neil Gaiman

“It is better to write a bad first draft than to write 
no first draft at all.”       – Will Shetterly

“Don’t forget - no one else sees the world the 
way you do, so no one else can tell the stories 
that you have to tell.”             – Charles de Lint

“You might not write well every day, but you can 
always edit a bad page. You can’t edit a blank 
page.”          – Jodi Picoult

“You can, you should, and if you’re brave 
enough to start, you will.”      – Stephen King

“It does not matter how slowly you go so long as 
you do not stop.”             – Confucius

“Be courageous and try to write in a way that 
scares you a little.”      –  Holley Gerth

NICKI JACOBSMEYER, CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR
Nicki Jacobsmeyer writes fiction and 
non-fiction for children and adults. She 
has a middle grade book, Surviving the 
Iditarod, You Choose: Surviving Extreme 
Sports (Capstone Press, 2017) and a 
historical non-fiction book, Images Of 
America, Chesterfield (Arcadia Publish-
ing, 2016). Her short stories and poetry 

are published in several anthologies. Besides reading and 
writing she loves to travel, knit, sunsets, family barbeques and 
watching a storm come in from her front porch. Visit her at 
nickijacobsmeyer.com.

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/176752
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/176752
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/176752
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/231505
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/231505
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/231505
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/357198
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/357198
http://www.nickijacobsmeyer.com
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I’m the New ARA?
BY SUE FRITZ KS/MO ASSISTANT REGIONAL ADVISOR

How did I get here? In 2012, I retired from teaching 
elementary school. I have always loved writing and 
teaching writing to my students, so I took a few online 
classes. I was hooked. The first organization I joined was 
Saturday Writers, a chapter of the Missouri Writers Guild. 
While at a meeting there, one of the members pointed me 
towards SCBWI. I joined SCBWI in 2014. At my first 
critique group meeting, I met Peggy Archer. What a 
godsend!! Peggy, along with the rest of the critique group, 
taught me so much about writing for children. When the 
group grew, we branched off. I became the assistant leader 
for the new group, and then the leader. It is so amazing 
working with writers both experienced and new. The 
motivation and enthusiasm I get from my group is 
priceless. I have passed the leadership role of my group to 
another member who is a fantastic leader so I can focus on 
being the Assistant Regional Advisor for our region.

So why ARA? I believe I have enough experience in the 
writing community that I feel confident in my knowledge 
of writing, especially picture books. I love organizing 
things. As a teacher I belonged to our Professional 
Development Committee. I helped plan Professional 
Development days for our district. I like being able to see a 
need and fulfilling it. I also think involvement is key. 
Getting involved in things keeps your motivation and 

gumption up. We have such a great community of writers 
and illustrators in our region. I want to help in any way I 
can.

My life? Not much happens in my personal life. I have the 
luxury of being retired. I write, I read, I study picture books 
and middle grade novels. And I play with my dog, who is 
pawing me for attention as I type this. I have a great 
husband, two grown sons, and one future daughter in law. 

I’m very excited for my new role as the Assistant Regional 
Advisor for our area. The team has a lot of great 
opportunities coming up this year, and I’m so glad I get to 
be a part of the planning process!!

SUE FRITZ, ASSISTANT ADVISOR
Sue Fritz is a retired elementary teacher. 
She writes picture books and is dabbling 
with a middle grade novel. When not 
writing, Sue likes to read, play with her 
dog, bake, and do jigsaw puzzles. Her  
favorite time of year is spring, when 
everything is fresh and new and smells 
good outside. Sue likes to work on her 

stories in her backyard then, listening to the birds chirp and 
feeling the spring breeze. Sue has two grown sons that she is 
proud of and a wonderful husband. 

Check out season 6 of our podcasts!

Featuring conversations with: 
Jane Yolen  •  Mac Barnett

MAC BARNETTJANE YOLEN

scbwi.org/online-resources/podcasts

https://www.scbwi.org/online-resources/podcasts/
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Ensuring Access to LGBTQ+ Titles
BY KAT HART KS/MO CRITIQUE COORDINATOR

KAT HART, CRITIQUE COORDINATOR
Kat Hart is a writer living and working 
in Parkville, Missouri. She is drawing 
on her experience writing successful 
grant proposals for nonprofits includ-
ing The New York Public Library, The 
Giving Grove, and The Rabbit hOle 
to craft nonfiction books for young 
readers. She shares her lifelong love 

of children’s books with her two children, Jake and Emma, 
and husband Derrick. Visit her at kathartbooks.com or on 
Twitter @kathartbooks.

When a child is fortunate enough to know a school or 
public librarian who is committed to building diverse 
collections, that child is empowered to forge a broader 
worldview through reading. 

Recent book challenges have me thinking about our 
responsibility as children’s book lovers and artists to 
ensure that all kids have access to quality LGBTQ+ 
literature. Access to these titles is critical not only for 
literacy, but to support mental health, healthy 
relationships, and inclusive communities for young 
people across Missouri and Kansas. 

For communities without libraries, for kids not lucky 
enough to have such a librarian in their lives, and for all 
of us who wish to empower young readers to select their 
own age-appropriate books with LGBTQIA themes and 
characters, here are a handful of resources:

Watch for the 
American Library 

Association’s annual Rainbow Book List, glbtrt.ala.
org/rainbowbooks/. 

The GLSEN Rainbow 
Library project, 
rainbowlibrary.org/, sends 
free book sets to schools in 
selected regions, including 

both Kansas and Missouri. GLSEN is an organization 
that advocates for LGBTQ+ inclusion in K-12 
education, and full-time staff members at K-12 
schools in participating states are eligible to apply for 
a text set for their classroom or library.  

Hope in a Box, hopeinabox.
org/, is an initiative with the 
mission “to help rural public 
schools cultivate empathy and 

fight prejudice by representing LGBTQ people, 
stories, and history in school libraries and classrooms.” 
They’re sharing curated book boxes, curriculum guides, 
and training to districts nationwide, including Kansas 
and Missouri.

Little Free Library’s new 
Read in Color initiative, 
littlefreelibrary.org/
read-in-color/, is making 

diverse books that include LGBTQ+ perspectives 
available in selected cities, including Ferguson, 
Missouri, through its network of neighborhood-based 
Little Free Libraries. Its Diverse Books Advisory 
Group has created a selection of excellent reading lists.

We Need Diverse Books, School 
Library Journal, and SCBWI 
have other resources to explore, 
and you can learn more about 
recent school library book 

challenges across our region in the National Coalition 
Against Censorship’s Youth Censorship Database,  
ncac.org/youth-censorship-database. 

I hope you’ll let me or our regional co-advisors know of 
other ways that the Kansas/Missouri SCBWI region can 
help to make sure that all kids have access to these 
important books.

http://kathartbooks.com
https://twitter.com/KatHartBooks
https://glbtrt.ala.org/rainbowbooks/
https://glbtrt.ala.org/rainbowbooks/
https://www.rainbowlibrary.org/
https://www.hopeinabox.org/
https://www.hopeinabox.org/
https://littlefreelibrary.org/read-in-color/
https://littlefreelibrary.org/read-in-color/
https://ncac.org/youth-censorship-database
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At the end of 2021, I discovered a group called 12 days 4 
writers, led by Julie Hedlund. It’s not new to the scene 
(she’s been leading it for years!) but it was new to me and I 
jumped right in. 
Over the course of 12 days, Julie encouraged us to reflect 
on the past year before looking ahead to the coming year. 
We wrote out our surprises, our successes, our challenges, 
our learnings, and then made a list of resources that could 
help us in 2022. 

For someone who thought 2021 was a wash, this was 
such important work. 
After splitting with my agent in March, I did not acquire a 
new one. I also did not sell any picture books. And while I 
wrote a few new picture book drafts, my heart knows they 
still need more work. On days when the self-doubt settles 
in, I think “Can I even still call myself a writer?”
But of course, the answer is yes. 
Through my week of reflection, I was able to flip my focus 
from all the things that didn’t happen in 2021, to all the 
good that DID come from this year. And even though I 
am terrible at keeping track of my year in review, a quick 
scroll through the pictures on my phone provided a whole 
new perspective. If I didn’t take a selfie, it probably didn’t 
happen. :)

Here’s a short list of my motivational achievements:
 •  My first Chicken Soup for the Soul story was published in 

January, and I had 4 devotions published in All God’s 
Creatures: 60 Days of Devotions for Animal-Loving Kids, 
in September. 

 •  I visited 4 high school groups as part of Writers + 
Artists in the Schools and presented at 3 library 
programs (all in-person events). 

 •  I co-taught a local 4-week workshop on writing for 
children, led a virtual workshop for Saturday Writers in 
STL, and partnered with a coffee shop to host a 
one-day writers connection. 

 •  I attended the SCBWI virtual winter conference and 
led a virtual critique group through SCBWI Critique 
Across KS/MO for the 4th year in a row. 

 •  I fell in love with poetry again and started practicing 
with watercolor. My first watercolor piece + poem was 
published in Flourish magazine.

 •  And no different than any other year, there were also… 
multiple freelance assignments, several queries, a few 
promising rejections, lots of critiques, time spent 
cheering on other authors & helping promote their 

new books, plus several book stack hauls from the 
library. 

But the above list is not what I’m most happy about.
What I’m most happy about for 2021 is that I made my 
mental and physical health a priority. I lost over 15 lbs, 
logged a lot of miles with my dogs, found super fun dance 
workouts on YouTube, completed the 75 Hard challenge, 
stopped drinking alcohol – and through the process of 
self-care – found myself again.  
The writer’s life can be a sedentary, solitary gig. And 
sometimes, the weight of comparison, rejection and the 
struggles of self-doubt can become too much to handle. I 
let it get the best of me in 2020 and then attempted to 
carry it with me into 2021. But, in 2022, no more. 

The turn of a calendar year might not be a magical 
process, but taking time to reflect on the past year, 
before jumping into the next year, can be. 
And it’s not too late. I encourage you to take time and scroll 
through your phone (or your super organized spreadsheet) 
and remember the successes of 2021, even if the path looked 
different than you thought it would. Think about:
 •  What surprised you about the year?
 •  What challenged you?
 •  What did you learn?
No matter what you discover along the way, I hope you 
remember that success looks different for everyone. If you 
are still moving forward, you are winning. Timing in the 
industry has always been part of the process. Creativity 
cannot be rushed. It’s okay to take breaks. There are hills 
and valleys in all things. 
Eventually, the story inside of you will surface. And when 
it does… you’ll be ready.

Check out our latest PAL Author of the Month at 
ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-author

AMANDA FLINN, PAL COORDINATOR 
Amanda Flinn is an award-winning 
author, blogger and book nerd. Her 
debut board book, Yoga Baby, was 
released June 2020, with The Maker, 
and God Made All Your Feelings 
scheduled to arrive in 2021 and 2022. 
Amanda lives in Jackson, Missouri, 
with her husband, three boys, two 

rowdy rescue pups and a pair of furry chinchillas. To learn 
more about her family and recent writing projects, visit 
amandaflinn.com.

Getting Motivated for Creativity
BY AMANDA FLINN, KS/MO PAL COORDINATOR

http://ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-author
http://www.amandaflinn.com/
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“Our work is far from over. All of us—
authors, illustrators, educators, and many 
others—will continue our commitment 
to this work so that children can see 
themselves in books, see their beauty and 
intelligence, see the strengths they have 
inherited from a long line of predecessors, 
see their ability to overcome difficulties, 
challenges, pain, and find deep joy and 
laughter in books, in characters they 
recognize as themselves.”

Eloise Greenfield (1929-2021) –  
Award-winning Children’s Books Author & Poet  

BOOK MARKETS
BLUEBERRY LANE BOOKS publishes young adult 
and new adult titles for readers up to 20 years old. Prefers 
off-beat mysteries, science fiction, and fantasy. Also seeking 
nonfiction business books and reference books for high 
school or college students. See backlist and submission 
guidelines on website. (BlueberryLaneBooks.com and 
Institute of Children’s Learning (ICL) eNews 12/23/21)
Random House Children’s Books is expanding its 
presence in the educational nonfiction arena for ages 3 and 
up with the debut of its newest imprint BRIGHT 
MATTER BOOKS. Launching with nine titles, 
including reference books, study guides, workbooks, and 
activity books, BMB was inspired by the pandemic-driven 
shift to remote learning. “For parents and caregivers, there 
is a sense of being more aware and involved with their kids’ 
learning development,” said VP and Publisher Tom 
Russell, who will oversee the imprint. “We want to be at 
the forefront as a trusted source kids can turn to for both 
educational and enjoyable nonfiction.” Bright Matter’s 
editorial team will collaborate with a parent and teacher 
advisory council to stay on trend and to “ensure best 
practices.” (Publishers Weekly (PW) 1/13/22)

Independent publisher FLASHLIGHT PRESS is 
accepting fictional picture book manuscripts under 1000 
words, targeted to children 4-8 years old, with humor and 
universal themes dealing with family or social situations. 
Consult Flashlight’s backlist to see if your work is a true fit. 
Complete submission guidelines on website. (FlashlightPress.
com and Children’s Book Insider (CBI) – December 2021)
HACHAI PUBLISHING specializes in Jewish-themed 
books for children ages 2 to 6. Seeking books that 
showcase character strengths and virtues (such as honesty, 
charity, respect, sharing, etc.), and books that highlight 
traditional Jewish experiences and observances. For older 
readers ages 7-10, seeking historical fiction adventure 
novels that explore devotion to faith and the influence of 
Torah in making important choices. No animal stories, 
romance, violence, preachy sermonizing, or elements that 
violate Jewish Law. Illustration samples should highlight 
human characters. (Hachai.com and CBI – November 2021)
HEARTDRUM is a Native-focused imprint of 
HarperCollins Children’s Books, author-curated by 
Cynthia Leitich Smith and edited by Rosemary Brosnan. 
Accepting submissions from Native and First Nations 
writers and writer-illustrators for picture books, chapter 
books, middle grade novels, and young adult novel 
manuscripts, as well as MG and YA nonfiction 
manuscripts, and poetry and graphic novels. Prefers fiction 
that features a young protagonist and/or youth-related 
topics in settings of contemporary, near histories and/or 
futuristic times. For more information about Heartdrum, 
visit Cynthia’s website: cynthialeitichsmith.com/
heartdrum-a-native-focused-imprint-of-harpercollins/ 
(CBI – November 2021 and CynthiaLeitichSmith.com)
An exclusive publisher of children’s books since 1935, 
HOLIDAY HOUSE produces hardcover fiction and 
nonfiction, from picture books to young adult novels. 
Recent releases include Being Clem (Lesa Cline-Ransome), 
Watercress (Andrea Wang), and Bright Star (Yuyi Morales). 
Text submissions accepted online only. Art submissions 
accepted via postal mail. Complete submission details on 
website under the FAQ tab. holidayhouse.com/faqs/ 
(HolidayHouse.com and ICL eNews 12/2/21)
LANTANA PUBLISHING, a small UK publisher 
committed to serving every kind of child and family by 
showcasing diverse voices, is currently seeking short picture 
book texts for 2- to 4-year-olds (no more than 500 words, 
and often a lot shorter), early reader series fiction for 5- to 
8-year-olds, and middle grade fiction for 9- to 12-year-

The Market Place 
EDITED BY RITA RUSSELL

NOTE: We have done our best to include only  
reputable markets. Before approaching any market 
or contest, do your research.

https://cynthialeitichsmith.com/heartdrum-a-native-focused-imprint-of-harpercollins/
https://cynthialeitichsmith.com/heartdrum-a-native-focused-imprint-of-harpercollins/
https://holidayhouse.com/faqs/
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The Market Place cont’d from pg. 7

olds. Also welcomes nonfiction submissions that address 
themes of diversity and inclusion, social-emotional 
learning, and environmental sustainability. Submission 
details on website, along with a very helpful sample query 
letter. (ICL eNews 12/9/21 and LantanaPublishing.com)
Arthur A. Levine’s eponymous publishing house, 
LEVINE QUERIDO, is on a mission to showcase 
diverse authors and artists whose work will “inspire a true 
LOVE of reading in young people while offering them a 
sense of their (and others’) rightful place in the world.” 
Seeking submissions charged with great storytelling, 
authentic emotion, fresh ideas and perspectives, undeniably 
powerful and beautiful artwork, and a fearless commitment 
to telling deep truths. Accepting picture books (by authors 
and author/illustrators), chapter books, graphic novels for 
ages 8 and up, and middle grade and young adult fiction 
and nonfiction. All work should be submitted via 
Submittable on the website.  
(LevineQuerido.com and CBI – December 2021)
Canadian press OWL KIDS BOOKS publishes picture 
books (ages 3 to 8), nonfiction (ages 5 to 14), early fiction 
(ages 6 to 9), and graphic novels (all ages). Picture books 
should be under 900 words. Prose preferred. Rhyme must 
be exceptional. Nonfiction submissions must include a 
detailed outline, a writing sample, and a list of competitive 
titles. Middle grade fiction must include a brief synopsis, a 
chapter overview, and a few sample chapters. Submissions 
made via online form on website.  
(OwlKidsBooks.com and ICL eNews 12/16/21)
PANTS ON FIRE PRESS is a boutique book publisher 
of middle grade, young adult, travel, and fictional books for 
adults. Accepting submissions for MG and YA fiction from 
writers “who are excited about marketing their stories and 
building a following of readers.” Looking for big story 
ideas with strong voices and compelling characters, 
particularly in the following genres: action, adventure, 
Christian, detective, drama, dystopian, fantasy, historical 
fiction, horror, humor, Jewish, love, mystery, paranormal, 
romance, sci-fi, supernatural, suspense and thrillers. All 
submissions should include a synopsis, a short pitch with 
the book’s hook, and a marketing plan. See website for 
submission guidelines and backlist.  
(CBI – January 2022 and PantsOnFirePress.com)
Philadelphia-based QUIRK BOOKS welcomes 
submissions of high concept YA and MG novels with 
magical elements and clever twists, humorous nonfiction, 
and funny concept-driven picture books and board books 
that are fun read-alouds. Senior Editor Alex Arnold is also 
seeking writers to collaborate on a work-for-hire YA 
mystery/thriller set in the world of social media influencer 
culture. Writers who tend towards dark humor and social 

commentary, and who are fascinated by social media and 
the influencer industry, are encouraged to apply for this 
work-for-hire assignment. Submission guidelines on the 
website. (QuirkBooks.com and CBI – November 2021) 
Maine-based TILBURY HOUSE, an indie publisher of 
creative nonfiction picture books (500 to 800 words) 
featuring excellent back matter and an accompanying 
teacher’s guide, welcomes books that explore cultural 
diversity and nature and the environment, as well as books 
about history, biography, and science and engineering. “Our 
primary emphasis is on nonfiction picture books that 
appeal to children ages 2 to 12 and their parents. We want 
these books to offer solid learning content for the 
education market and strong popular appeal for the 
national and international bookstore trade. . . We rarely 
publish fables, fantasies, picture books with talking animals, 
or other fictions.” Also seeking nonfiction chapter books, 
graphic nonfiction for early readers, and nonfiction for 
young adults. (TilburyHouse.com and CBI – December 2021)
Barnes & Nobles-owned UNION SQUARE & 
COMPANY is the new public-facing name for Sterling 
Publishing, which was rebranded with the goal of 
expanding its reach across adult and children’s genres. 
Children’s and YA books will now publish as Union 
Square Kids. Publisher Emily Meehan, who came to 
Sterling from Disney Publishing, is committed to elevating 
the quality of USK’s picture books list with works that can 
become perennial bestsellers. Books bearing the USK name 
will hit shelves this fall. First up is the September release of 
I Cannot Draw a Horse by author/illustrator Charise 
Mericle Harper. Also on the picture book fall list is How to 
Eat a Book by Mrs. and Mr. MacLeod, which is in line with 
Meehan’s goal to publish books about books. (PW 1/7/22)

“You’ll need to find the courage to send your 
story to an editor. You’ll need to find the inner 
resolve to read the reviews of critics, and to 
stand against the tides of public opinion. 
You’ll need to brave a book signing on a cold 
winter’s day when no one will show up. You’ll 
need to dig deep and find the strength to quit 
your day job and take the risk of making 
storytelling your profession. It won’t be 
comfortable. You might even regret it. But I 
suspect that you’ll regret it more bitterly if you 
never try.”

David Farland (1957-2022) –  
Author, Editor, & Writing Instructor
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PUBLISHING PERSONNEL NEWS
Brann Garvey joined ABRAMS CHILDREN’S 
BOOKS as Senior Designer, exiting Capstone where he 
was senior graphic designer.  
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf (CB) 1/4/22)
Autumn Allen has joined BAREFOOT BOOKS as 
Senior Editor. (PW 1/10/22)
Camille Kellogg has been promoted to Editor at 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S, up from associate 
editor. Kei Nakatsuka has joined as Assistant Editor. 
(Publishers Weekly Children’s Job Moves (CJM) 12/2/21 and 
1/4/22) 
CANDLEWICK PRESS
 •  Art Department: Maria Middleton promoted to 

Senior Art Director. Heather McGee promoted to 
Associate Art Director. Maya Tatsukawa promoted to 
senior designer. (CJM 1/4/22 & CB 1/13/22) 

 •  Editorial: Juan Botero joined as editorial assistant. 
(CJM 12/2/21)

Promotions at HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S 
BOOKS
 •  Megan Ilnitzki to Senior Editor, and Eva Lynch-

Comer to Assistant Editor. 
 •  Allison Weintraub to Assistant Editor at Quill Tree 

Books. (CJM 11/1/21)
 •  Mariner Brito to Senior Designer. (CJM 12/2/21) 
HOLIDAY HOUSE welcomed Alexandra Aceves as 
Associate Editor, coming from the Junior Library Guild, 
and K Dishmon as Editorial Assistant at Holiday House 
and Pixel+Ink, coming from P.S. Literary.  
(CJM 12/2/21 and 1/4/22) 
LEVINE QUERIDO has two new hires: Madelyn 
McZeal joined as Editorial Assistant, and Irene Vázquez 
joined as Editorial and Marketing Assistant. Both were 
former LQ interns. (CJM 12/2/21)
Promotions at LITTLE BEE BOOKS 
 •  Charlie Ilgunas to Editor, from associate editor. 
 •  Jaime Gelman to Associate Editor, from assistant 

editor. (CB 1/4/22)
Brenda Angelilli has exited Abrams where she was 
associate art director to join LITTLE BROWN BFYR  
in the same position. (CJM 11/1/21)
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S 
 •  First Second: Kiara Valdez was promoted to Editor, 

from associate editor. Samira Iravani joined as 
Associate Art Director, coming from HMH. Hayley 
O’Brion joined as Managing Editorial Assistant, 

coming from Roaring Brook Press. (CJM 1/4/22) 
 •  Odd Dot: Julia Sooy joined as Editor; previously she 

was at Phaidon. (CJM 12/2/21) 
 •  Macmillan:  Eleonore Fisher was promoted to 

Assistant Editor, from executive assistant.  
(CJM 11/1/21)

MAYO CLINIC PRESS welcomed Jenny Krueger as 
Editorial Director (Children’s), to lead the development of 
its new children’s imprint. Krueger was previously at 
Lerner Publications. (CJM 1/4/22)
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS 
 •  Penguin Workshop: Rob Valois promoted to Associate 

Publisher & Editorial Director.
 •  Viking/Flamingo/Philomel: Ellice Lee promoted to 

V-P, Senior Art Director. 
 •  Viking Books for Young Readers: Dana Leydig 

promoted to Executive Editor. Maggie Rosenthal 
promoted to Editor. (CB 1/13/22 and CJM 11/2/21)  

RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN’S 
 •  Caroline Abbey is Associate Publisher BFYR, up from 

editorial director. (CB 1/13/22) 
 •  Shana Corey is the new Editorial Director.  

(Publishers Lunch 1/10/22) 
 •  Mary Man-Kong is Senior Executive Editor, up from 

executive editor. Lauren Clauss is Editor, from 
associate editor. (CB 1/4/22) 

 •  Jenna Lettice and Tricia Lin have been promoted to 
Editor, from associate editor. Jasmine Hodge is 
Assistant Editor, from editorial assistant. (CJM 1/4/22) 

 •  In the art department: Regina Flath is Associate Art 
Director, up from assistant art director. Casey 
Moseshas moves up to Senior Designer, from designer. 
(CJM 12/2/21) Marianna Smirnova is Assistant Art 
Director, from digital art manager. Michelle Kim is 
Senior Designer, from designer. (CB 1/13/22)

 •  Sonali Fry is joining Crown BFYR as V-P and Co-
Publisher, and Little Golden Books and Sesame Street as 
Publisher; formerly she was v-p and publishing director 
for Random House BFYR classic brands and preschool. 
(CB 1/13/22)

 •  At RH Studios, Charlotte Roos moved up to Assistant 
Editor, from editorial assistant. (CB 1/13/22)

Five promotions and one new hire at SCHOLASTIC 
 •  Scholastic Press:  Amanda Maciel is Editorial Director, 

up from executive editor. Tiffany Colón and Olivia 
Valcarce move up to Editor, from associate editor. 

 •  Graphix: Shivana Sookdeo has been promoted to 
Senior Designer, from designer. Emily Nguyen is 
Assistant Editor, from editorial assistant. And Carina 

cont’d on pg. 10
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Taylor has joined as Senior Designer, coming from 
Skybound Entertainment. (CJM 1/4/22)

 •  Editorial promotions at SIMON & SCHUSTER
 •  Hannah Lambert is Executive Editor at Little Simon, 

from senior editor. 
 •  Alyson Heller is Executive Editor at Aladdin Books, 

from senior editor. Anna Parsons is Associate Editor, 
from assistant editor.

 •  Alexa Pastor is Senior Editor at S&S BFYR, from editor. 
 •  Sarah McCabe is Senior Editor at Margaret K. 

McElderry Books, from editor. 
 •  Lisa Lauria is Senior Editor at Simon Spotlight, from 

editor. 
 •  Julia McCarthy and Alex Borbolla move up to Editor 

at Atheneum, from associate editor. (CJM 11/1/21)
Three new hires at WORKMAN CHILDREN’S: 
Megan Logan joined as Editor, coming from Disney/
Marvel Press where she was assistant editor. Riley Golberg 
joined as Editorial assistant. Daniella Graner joined as 
Designer. (CB 1/4/22)

“Creatives need to focus on writing or 
illustrating the best book they can rather 
than trying to keep up on social media. 
Social media is secondary.”

Tricia Lawrence – 
Senior Agent at Erin Murphy Literary Agency

AGENT NEWS
Tara Gonzalez has been promoted to Agent at ERIN 
MURPHY LITERARY AGENCY, from associate agent. 
“She loves all ages of children’s literature, but her passion is 
in young adult and middle grade novels. Her taste spans 
across broad ranges of genres, from contemporary, 
historical, literary, to adventure and fantasy. She loves 
characters and stories that resonate, and strong voices.” 
Accepting queries by referral and conference attendees 
only. (EMLiterary.com and CJM 12/2/21)
FOLIO LITERARY welcomed Queressa Robinson as 
Agent, exiting Nelson Literary. See Queressa’s manuscript 
wish list here: publishersmarketplace.com/members/
QuressaRobinson/ Accepting queries by referral only. 
(FolioLit.com and PW 1/12/22)
At GREENHOUSE LITERARY Agent Kristin Ostby 
is building her list with authors of middle grade and young 
adult fiction, as well as picture book author/illustrators 

only, and graphic novelists – particularly those creating 
works for the younger end of the spectrum (5–7 years). 
Kristen comes to agenting after 16 years as an editor at 
Penguin Random House and Simon & Schuster BFYR. 
Among the many books she’s edited: Float (Daniel 
Miyares), I Dissent: Ruth Bader Ginsburg Makes Her Mark 
(Debbie Levy and Elizabeth Baddeley), and the Spy School 
series (Stuart Gibbs). Kristin’s goal: “. . . guiding authors 
and illustrators toward their best work and advocating for 
them in service of building successful, sustainable artistic 
careers.” View her MSWL on the agency website: 
greenhouseliterary.com/the-team/kristin-ostby/ 
(GreenhouseLiterary.com and CBI – January 2022)
Kari Sutherland has joined Denver-based KT 
LITERARY as Agent, after exiting the Bradford Literary 
Agency. Kari seeks MG and YA fiction, as well as picture 
books (author/illustrators only), chapter books, graphic 
novels, and upmarket fiction. Before querying, read Kari’s 
MSWL: manuscriptwishlist.com/mswl-post/kari-
sutherland/ Other agents at KT Literary accepting queries 
include Sara Megibow, Chelsea Hensley, Hannah 
Fergesen, Hillary Harwell, Jas Perry, and Kelly Van Sant. 
Submit all queries for all agents using QueryManager via 
agency website. (KTLiterary.com and CB 1/4/22)
LUCINDA LITERARY welcomes Roseanne Wells as 
Agent, representing children’s books along with nonfiction 
and SFF. Previously, Wells spent eight years at the Jennifer 
De Chiara Agency. View her MSWL here: 
manuscriptwishlist.com/mswl-post/roseanne-wells/ 
Follow her on Twitter @RivetingRosie.  
(LucindaLiterary.com and Publishers Lunch 1/10/22)
Several agents at MARTIN LITERARY 
MANAGEMENT are open to queries. Each agent’s 
submission guidelines and MSWL details are on the 
agency website. 
 •  Sera Rivers, a Senior Literary Manager, is building her list 

with middle grade and young adult fiction and graphic 
novels, as well as the occasional picture book. She 
welcomes queries by children’s authors and illustrators who 
identify as BIPOC, LQBTQIA+ and other 
underrepresented and marginalized identities and cultures. 

 •  Senior Literary Manager Adria Goetz is seeking 
picture books, middle grade, graphic novels, adult 
fiction, quirky gift books, and devotionals. She also 
represents books for the general market, as well as the 
Christian market. 

 •  Literary Manager Regina A. Bernard-Carreno is 
seeking picture books, middle grade, young adult, 
graphic novels, as well as adult nonfiction. 
(MartinLiteraryManagement and CBI – January 2022)
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“Whatever direction your learning takes 
you, do not quit. No writer has arrived at 
perfection and as soon as anyone begins 
thinking themselves an expert, the 
person hops off the learning train and 
stagnates. Don’t be a stagnant writer.  
No matter where you are at in the 
journey, you still have places to go and 
things to learn. So do I.”

Jan Fields – Author & Writing Coach

MAGAZINE MARKETS, ETC.
BRILLIANT STAR is a Bahá’í Faith-inspired magazine 
with a mission to empower kids to make the world a better 
place through the expression of their own creativity, beliefs, 
and strengths. Fictional protagonists are usually 10-12 years 
old. “Characters should solve problems without adult 
intervention. Humor should not be based on bodily functions 
or put-downs. If sending a query for a game or activity, send a 
description along with short, simple instructions. Does not 
accept activities that require adult supervision.” Content 
samples website. Query via website contact form. 
(BrilliantStarMagazine.org and ICL eNews 11/25/21)
FACES, a world cultures and geography nonfiction 
magazine for ages 9-14, is seeking feature articles, 
supplemental nonfiction, fiction, activities, and puzzles and 
games. All material must relate to the theme of a specific 
up-coming edition. Themes for 2022 with upcoming 
deadlines: September: Sweden (query by March 21st); 
October: Snakes (query by April 18th); November/
December: Chile (query by May 23rd). Check the website 
for query details: cricketmedia.com/faces-submission-
guidelines/ Writers new to FACES should send a  
writing sample along with the query.  
(Cricketmedia.com and CBI – December 2021)
LEADING EDGE is a semi-professional sci-fi and 
fantasy magazine published by students at Brigham Young 
University. Open to fiction (1K to 10K words), poetry, 
nonfiction (under 5K words), and artistic portfolios. 
Nudity, sex, profanity, excessive violence, belittlement of 
traditional family values or religion, or drug use are 
prohibited. Each fiction submission is critiqued by staff 
and comments are returned to the author. Fiction response 
time up to 12 months. Portfolio response time up to 3 
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months. Submission guidelines on website: 
leadingedgemagazine.com/submit-now/submissions-
guidelines/  
(LeadingEdgeMagazine.com and ICL eNews 11/25/21)
SKIPPING STONES, a multicultural and nature-
themed magazine, is accepting stories, art, and photos for 
their website readers ages 7 to 17. Looking for creative, 
informational fiction and narrative nonfiction. Writing and 
artwork should challenge readers to think, learn, cooperate, 
and create. Preference given to submissions inspired by 
your own cultural or personal experiences. Check website 
for additional ideas for submission and submission 
guidelines: skippingstones.org/wp/adult/ Not a paying 
market.  
(SkippingStones.org and ICL eNews 11/18/21)

“I believe that the most important single 
thing, beyond discipline and creativity, is 
daring to dare.” 

Maya Angelou (1928-2014) –  
Writer, Poet, Activist, Performer, Teacher 

WORK FOR HIRE
CAPSTONE publishes fiction and nonfiction for pre-K 
through 9th grade, from picture books and early readers to 
chapter books and novels. Seeking authors, particularly 
from marginalized backgrounds, for work-for-hire 
assignments for six imprints. Also seeking illustrators  
and editorial freelancers. See submission guidelines on 
website under the “contact” tab.  
(CapstonePub.com and ICl eNews 11/25/21)
CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE SOUL anthologies offer 
great break-in opportunities for writers seeking 
publication. Pieces must be true stories, written in first-
person, 1200 words max. Topics for upcoming books 
include: Angels, Dogs, Cats, Gratitude, Fun Families, 
Holidays, and Messages from Heaven. Detailed story  
and submission guidelines on website. Payment is  
$200 and ten copies of the book.  
(ChickenSoup.com and CBI – November 2021)

“The fun in painting is experimenting – 
learning something new every day.”

Bob Ross – Painter, Art Instructor, TV Host
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Is your New Year’s resolution to WRITE 
CONSISTENTLY already meeting with more failure 
than success? If so, the writers of the GROG Blog offer 
some simple tips to keep your eyes on the writing prize, 
despite the nuisance of busy schedules and life’s unexpected 
surprises. Check out the GROGers’ nifty habits, prompts, 
cues, and tricks. Their advice might be just the spark you 
need to begin writing regularly and treating your writing 
time as a necessity rather than an option. 
groggorg.blogspot.com/2021/10/grog-roundtable-
routines-and-cues-to.html  
(Groggorg.Blogspot.com and ICL eNews 12/30/21)
Prolific author and writing coach, Jan Fields, offers her 
own essential TIME MANAGEMENT TIPS to help 
structure and nurture your creativity throughout the new 
year. instituteforwriters.com/time-management-for-
writers/ And in SIDE HUSTLE: Making Money in 
Unexpected Ways, Fields offers keys to sussing out writing 
opportunities that will pay dividends while you wait for 
that big advance or Hollywood deal to come through. 
instituteforwriters.com/writing-income-making-money/ 
(ICL eNews 10/28/21 11/25/21)

“Opportunities don’t happen.  
You create them.”

Chris Grosser – Professional Photographer & Entrepreneur

WRITING EVENTS
#PBPITCH – THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 17 
Open to picture book writers and writer/illustrators on 
Twitter. Pitch between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. EST using the 
#PBpitch hashtag. For details see pbpitch.com/ 
#CAMPNANOWRIMO – APRIL 1-30
Wide open opportunity to work on any type of creative 
project, not just a novel. First drafts or revisions, scripts, 
stories, poems, or essays – all are welcome! Just set a goal 
and write. Sign up details here: ywp.nanowrimo.org/
pages/camp-nanowrimo 

WRITING RESOURCES
2022 SUSTAINABLE ARTS 
FOUNDATION GRANTS
Located in San Francisco, Caroline & Tony Grant’s 
Sustainable Arts Foundation is a non-profit supporting 
artists and writers with children under the age of 18. This 
year, SAF will make unrestricted awards of $5,000 each to 
20 artists and writers, who parent at least one minor child. 
The selection process is weighted heavily on the strength of 
the submitted portfolio; therefore, only applicants who 
have published or exhibited their work previously and have 
demonstrated years of excellence and devotion to their 
craft are encouraged to apply. 
 •  Categories for Writers: Creative Nonfiction, Early and 

Middle Grade Readers, Fiction, Graphic Novel/
Graphic Memoir, Illustrated Children’s Books, 
Illustrated Children’s Books (Text Only), Long Form 
Journalism, Playwriting, Poetry, Young Adult Fiction. 

 •  Categories for Visual Artists: Book Arts, Drawing, 
Fiber Arts and Textiles, Illustration, Installation, Mixed 
Media, Painting, Photography, Printmaking, Sculpture. 

Submission details at apply.sustainableartsfoundation.org/ 
Online application window: February 1, 2022, through 
February 25, 2022. Entry fee: $20. Awards announced  
May 15, 2022. (Apply.SustainableArtsFoundation.org and 
CBI – January 2022)
Curious about the best books of 2021? Check out 
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY TOP 50 reviews of children’s 
and young adult books published in 2021, including 
picture books and graphic novels, fiction and nonfiction, 
debuts, and bestsellers for readers of all ages. best-books.
publishersweekly.com/children/2021/#book/book-1 
Bonus: Use this link to access best books lists dating back 
to 2010! 
WHAT TO WRITE FOR MIDDLE GRADE? Agents 
and editor’s longstanding advice to anxious writers – Don’t 
worry about the market, write the story only you can tell – is 
producing a resounding wave of publishing successes. In an 
interview with Publishers Weekly last fall, notable kidlit 
agents shared the trends they’re seeing in middle grade, 
featuring new voices and points of view and characters 
who haven’t been previously represented. From topics that 
are joyful and funny to mature and sensitive, from genres 
spanning horror and mysteries to STEM with a twist and 
escapism, learn what editors are asking for and how you 
can add your stories to the ever-broadening middle grade 
landscape. publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/childrens/
childrens-industry-news/article/87268-literary-agents-
assess-the-middle-grade-landscape.html  
(PW 9/3/21 and ICL eNews 11/25/21)
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RITA D. RUSSELL
Rita D. Russell is a word lover, storyteller, 
and writer with hope and heart. She has 
tons of terrific ideas for picture books, 
screenplays, novels, and T-shirts, and she’s 
excited to share her work with the world. 
She’s always on the hunt for the best  
pecan pie recipe ever, and occasionally 

she tweets @RRussellWrites.
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